
Apply to both sides of bow cymbal surface to 
remove grime for improved response, tone, 
and stick definition.

Apply to cymbal stand 
memory locks, wingnuts, 
etc. to resist oxidation 
and decrease friction for 
increased wear

Apply to cymbal bell for 
clear, powerful projection

HEAR & FEEL THE DIFFERENCE®

 Drummers and percussionists have traditionally had limited choices 
when it comes to cymbal care products. Many cymbal-cleaning solutions 
and polishes will strip away everything on a cymbal’s surface, resulting 
in a beautiful polished finish, and unfortunately, harsh, brittle sound 
quality. CymbalCare is designed to lift and remove dust and grime away 
without damaging the cymbal’s patina, surface features that are the 
result of a cymbal’s natural aging process. This patina is vital to the 
cymbal’s naturally attenuated sound quality. CymbalCare will remove 
excess grime for an attractive natural shine that does not affect the 
patina. The cymbal’s natural tonal spectrum and rich overtones are 
restored, enhancing sticking definition and response.   
 PROcussionCare® CymbalCare is a breakthrough micro-barrier condi-
tioning and lubricant formula that transforms the maintenance of cymbals 
to prevent excess wear and optimize sound quality. With an astounding 
ability to penetrate and lift away deeply embedded grime and tiny debris 
particles, PROcussionCare® ensures that your cymbals’ vibration and 
response is unrestricted. A micro-thin barrier conditioning coating remains 
to resist sticking impact, promote enhanced tone, and protect and extend 
cymbal life. Subtle overtones are improved, and the cymbal is able to cut 
through loud mixes with more projection and clarity. The cymbal wash 
becomes more present in recording, and bell sounds are clean and 
distinct. Three ideal sizes for use in the shop, on the road, or in studio. Also 
available with PROcussionCare’s Wear Barrier and PedalLube in a three-
pack for a total drum maintenance package.

Cymbal Care Made Easy 
 Formulated especially for the high-impact demands of drums and 
percussion, PROcussionCare® CymbalCare is the result of research into 
micro-lubricants for demanding ballistics applications. With an astounding 
ability to penetrate and lift away deeply embedded grime and tiny debris 
particles, PROcussionCare® ensures that your drumheads vibration and 
response is unrestricted. A micro-thin barrier lubricant coating remains 
after treatment to resist sticking impact, promote enhanced tone, and protect 
and extend the life of heads and sticks. Recommended application is with 
a soft lint-free cloth. Product quickly dries to the touch for immediate use.

PROcussionCare®–Uniquely Effective, 
Environmentally responsible
 PROcussionCare’s non-toxic formula is made expressly for use on all 
cymbals, and is silicone and teflon free. The proprietary formulation is the 
culmination of years of research and development in flex-film technolo-
gies, and has been a cornerstone of private label products since 1986. 

The Science of SoundSynergies® 
Proven Performance
 Watch video of a sound technician using PROcussionCare® 
to restore and condition a cymbal set.
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PROcussionCare®. . . Independently Tested.  
Proven Effective.
 Above right are Scanning Electron Microscope images of a 
cymbal surface before-and-after application of PROcussionCare® 
CymbalCare. The images clearly show the significant ability of 
CymbalCare to lift away sound inhibiting grime and corrosion.

Type in the URL to watch & listen - www.stringtone.net/demo
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PROcussionCare® performs in the lab-test 
Scanning Electron Microscope images below! 

PROcussionCare® CymbalCare provides the 
ultimate in effective, safe conditioning care 
for all cymbals. Free of harmful polishes, 
PROCussionCare maximizes cymbal 
response, sound, and appearance. 

Apply to base for long-lasting 
lubrication of moving parts.

LARGE CYMBAL
AND STAND


